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a b s t r a c t
Different learners have different needs; they differ, for example, in their learning goals, their prior knowledge, their learning styles, and their cognitive abilities. Adaptive web-based educational systems aim to
cater individual learners by customizing courses to suit their needs. In this paper, we investigate the beneﬁts of incorporating learning styles and cognitive traits in web-based educational systems. Adaptivity
aspects based on cognitive traits and learning styles enrich each other, enabling systems to provide learners with courses which ﬁt their needs more accurately. Furthermore, consideration of learning styles and
cognitive traits can contribute to more accurate student modelling. In this paper, the relationship
between learning styles, in particular the Felder–Silverman learning style model (FSLSM), and working
memory capacity, a cognitive trait, is investigated. For adaptive educational systems that consider either
only learning styles or only cognitive traits, the additional information can be used to provide more holistic adaptivity. For systems that already incorporate both learning styles and cognitive traits, the relationship can be used to improve the detection process of both by including the additional information of
learning style into the detection process of cognitive traits and vice versa. This leads to a more reliable
student model.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Different learners have different knowledge about the domain,
aim at different goals, have different learning styles, and also have
different cognitive abilities. In traditional education, teaching in a
way that the needs of all students are met is difﬁcult, especially
in classes with a high number of students. In web-based educational systems, lots of research works have been conducted in
the area of adaptive instruction (Brusilovsky, 1996). Adaptive systems have been developed which aim at providing courses that ﬁt
the needs of learners.
Adaptivity can be provided in different ways. Adaptation techniques can be distinguished between adaptive presentation support and adaptive navigation support (Brusilovsky, 1996).
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tent such as adaptive multimedia presentation and adaptive text
presentation, whereas adaptive navigation is based on links and includes features such as direct guidance as well as adaptive sorting,
hiding and annotating of links. Furthermore, adaptivity can be provided based on different characteristics of learners such as their
prior knowledge, motivation, learning styles, and cognitive traits.
This paper focuses on the consideration of learning styles and
cognitive traits in adaptive web-based educational systems. Several educational theories and studies agree that learners learn easier when their learning styles match with the teaching style (e.g.,
Bajraktarevic, Hall, & Fullick, 2003; Felder & Silverman, 1988; Graf,
Lan, Liu, & Kinshuk, 2009; Hayes & Allinson, 1996). Felder and
Silverman (1988) pointed out that learners with a strong preference for a speciﬁc learning style have difﬁculty in learning when
this learning style is not supported by the teaching environment.
Such mismatches lead to poor student performance. Based on
these arguments, adaptive systems such as AHA! (Stash, Cristea,
& de Bra, 2006), CS383 (Carver, Howard, & Lane, 1999), IDEAL
(Shang, Shi, & Chen, 2001), MAS-PLANG (Peña, Marzo, & de la Rosa,
2004), TANGOW (Paredes & Rodríguez, 2004), as well as an add-on
for the learning management system Moodle (Graf & Kinshuk,
2007) has been developed, which provide courses that match the
learning style of learners.
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Like learning styles, cognitive traits inﬂuence the learning process. Research on working memory (Anderson, 1983; Byrne, 1996;
Case, 1995; Huai, 2000; Salthouse & Babcock, 1991; Scandura,
1973) showed the fact that the speed of learning, the memorisation
of learned concepts, effectiveness of skill acquisition, and many
other learning abilities are all affected by the capacity of working
memory. Providing content that exceeds the cognitive abilities of
a student affects the learning progress in a negative way and leads
to poor student performance.
For learning styles and cognitive traits, different kinds of adaptivity can be provided. A system that incorporates only learning
styles provides different adaptive features than a system that
incorporates adaptivity for cognitive traits. Combining adaptivity
for both learning styles and cognitive traits allows a system to provide better adaptivity than a system that provides adaptivity for
only one of them.
However, a requirement for providing adaptivity in web-based
educational systems is to know the characteristics of learners.
Therefore, student models are essential to any adaptive educational system (Brusilovsky, 1994). Student models contain information about the learners. For example, they can include
demographic data, domain competence, learning goals, learning
style, and/or cognitive traits. Student modelling is the process of
building and updating the student model. Brusilovsky (1996) distinguished between two different ways of student modelling: collaborative and automatic. In the former, the learners are asked to
provide explicitly information for building and updating the student model. For instance, the learners can provide data such as
answering explicitly whether a page was relevant for their learning
goals, ﬁlling out questionnaires in order to identify their learning
styles or performing tasks to detect their cognitive traits. In the
automatic student modelling approach, the process of building
and updating the student model is done automatically based on
the actions of the learners when they are using the learning system. A challenge of this approach is to get enough reliable information to build a robust student model. As a solution, the use of
additional sources can help to get more information about the
learners (Brusilovsky, 1996).
In this paper, focus is placed on the Felder–Silverman learning
style model (FSLSM) (Felder & Silverman, 1988), and working memory capacity (WMC), a cognitive trait included in the Cognitive Trait
Model (CTM) (Kinshuk & Lin, 2003; Lin & Kinshuk, 2005). Both models are introduced in Section 2. The aim of the paper is to demonstrate the beneﬁts of incorporating both, learning styles and
cognitive traits, in adaptive web-based educational systems. On
one hand, considering learning styles and cognitive traits allows
suiting courses more accurately to the students’ characteristics by
providing adaptivity based on learning styles as well as cognitive
traits. Furthermore, by incorporating learning styles and cognitive
traits in an adaptive educational system, more information about
the learner is available which can be used to improve student modelling. In order to use this information as an additional source in the
detection process of learners’ characteristics, investigations about
the relationship between FSLSM and WMC were conducted and
are presented in Section 3. First, existing studies were investigated
and indirect relationships could be derived. Afterwards, an experiment was performed where the direct relationship between FSLSM
and WMC was analysed. Discussion about the beneﬁts from the
identiﬁed relationship for improving student modelling and therefore adaptivity is provided. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. Learning style model and Cognitive Trait Model
In this section, the Felder–Silverman learning styles model and
the Cognitive Trait Model are introduced in order to provide back-
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ground information for current investigations. Description about
the two models is provided and student modelling and adaptivity
issues are discussed.
2.1. 1 Felder–Silverman learning style model
Several learning style theories exist in literature, for example,
the learning style model by Kolb (1984), Honey and Mumford
(1982), Dunn and Dunn (1974), Pask (1976), and Felder and Silverman (1988). While most learning style models classify learners as
belonging to a few groups, the Felder–Silverman learning style
model (FSLSM) describes the learning style of a learner in more detail, distinguishing between preferences on four dimensions and
therefore enabling adaptive learning systems to provide courses
which are better tailored to the learners’ preferences. Moreover,
FSLSM is based on tendencies, indicating that learners with a high
preference for a certain behaviour can act sometimes differently,
enabling the learning style model to considers exceptional behaviour. Another important reason for selecting the FSLSM for this research work was that it is widely used in adaptive educational
systems focusing on learning styles, which therefore makes this research widely applicable.
2.1.1. Description of the Felder–Silverman learning style model
FSLSM characterises each learner according to four dimensions:
sensing/intuitive, active/reﬂective, visual/verbal, and sequential/
global.
Learners who prefer a sensing learning style like to learn facts
and concrete learning material. They tend to be more patient with
details and also more practical than intuitive learners and like to
relate the learned material to the real world. Intuitive learners prefer to learn abstract learning material, such as theories and their
underlying meanings. They like to discover possibilities and relationships and tend to be more innovative and creative than sensing
learners. Therefore, they tend to score better in open-ended tests
than in tests with a single answer to a problem.
The active/reﬂective dimension distinguishes between an active
and a reﬂective way of processing information. Active learners
learn best by working actively with the learning material, by
applying the material, and by trying things out. Furthermore, they
tend to be more interested in communication with others and prefer to learn by working in groups where they can discuss about the
learned material. In contrast, reﬂective learners prefer to think
about and reﬂect on the material. Regarding communication, they
prefer to work alone.
The visual/verbal dimension differentiates learners who
remember best what they have seen, such as pictures, diagrams
and ﬂow-charts, and learners who get more out of textual representation, regardless whether they are written or spoken.
In the fourth dimension, the learners are characterized according to their understanding. Sequential learners learn in small incremental steps and therefore have a linear learning progress. They
tend to follow logical stepwise paths in ﬁnding solutions. In contrast, global learners use a holistic thinking process and learn in
large leaps. They tend to absorb learning material almost randomly
without seeing connections but after they have learned enough
material they suddenly get the whole picture. Then they are able
to solve complex problems and put things together in novel ways
but they have difﬁculties in explaining how they did it.
Each learner has a personal preference for each dimension.
These preferences are expressed by values between +11 to 11
per dimension. Using the active/reﬂective dimension as an example, the value +11 means that a learner has a strong preference
for active learning, whereas the value 11 states that a learner
has a strong preference for reﬂective learning.
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2.1.2. Student modelling based on the Felder–Silverman learning style
model
In order to identify learning styles according to the FSLSM, the
Index of Learning Styles (ILS) has been developed (Felder & Soloman, 1997). Furthermore, recent research work has been done on
identifying learning styles with respect to the FSLSM automatically
from the behaviour of students in learning systems as well as their
performance on speciﬁc tasks (e.g., Cha, Kim, Park, Yoon, Jung, &
Lee, 2006; García, Amandi, Schiafﬁno, & Campo, 2007; Graf,
Kinshuk, & Liu, 2008). While García et al., 2007 used Bayesian networks in order to build a model for calculating learning styles
based on data about patterns from students’ behaviour and performance, Cha et al. (2006) investigated to usage of Hidden Markov
Models and Decision Trees. Graf et al. (2008) applied a rule-based
method in order to calculate learning styles from the data of students’ behaviour and performance.
A central component of all approaches are the patterns of
behaviour, which represent either how students behave in the
course or which performance they achieved on speciﬁc tasks in
the course. The approaches for detecting learning styles are
depending on the time span for gathering data about the patterns
of behaviour and respectively that data from diverse patterns are
available. The more information is available, the more accurate
the learning styles can be identiﬁed.
2.1.3. Adaptivity based on the Felder–Silverman learning style model
Felder and Silverman (1988) have given several examples on
how to address the different needs of learners with respect to their
learning styles in traditional education. Most of these suggestions
can also be applied in online learning. In the following paragraphs,
two examples are given, showing how adaptivity can be provided
for active and reﬂective as well as for sequential and global learning styles in typical learning systems.
A main characteristic of an active learning style is a preference
for learning by doing. For this purpose, active learners can use
exercises, where some practical questions/tasks are provided. On
the other hand, reﬂective learners get more out from examples,
observing how something can be done rather than doing it actively.
One way to provide adaptivity for active and reﬂective learners is
to vary the number of questions in an exercise and the number
of examples, providing more questions or more comprehensive
exercises for active learners and providing more examples for
reﬂective learners.
A main characteristic of learners with global preferences is that
they do not learn in incremental steps. Usually, they need a lot of
time and much information until they get the ‘‘big picture” of a topic. Since these learners ﬁnd it difﬁcult to take any afﬁrmative action without a complete picture, it is more suitable for them to ﬁrst
learn more about the whole topic, and do exercises and tests only
after all information is learned and when they can see the ‘‘big picture”. Therefore, one possibility to adapt to the needs of global and
sequential learners in web-based educational systems is to provide
two different recommended sequences of learning. For sequential
learners, it is suitable to learn a chapter, do exercises about this
chapter, and then get tested on it. For global learners it is more
suitable to separate the exercises and tests from learning concepts
and provide them after all concepts have been learned.
2.2. Cognitive Trait Model
The Cognitive Trait Model (CTM) (Kinshuk & Lin, 2003; Lin &
Kinshuk, 2005) is a student model that proﬁles learners according
to their cognitive traits. The CTM includes cognitive traits that are
important for learning. Four cognitive traits, working memory
capacity, inductive reasoning ability, information processing speed,
and associative learning skills are included in CTM so far. In the

current investigation between the CTM and the learning style model, only working memory capacity (WMC) is covered, and hence
discussed below.
2.2.1. Working memory capacity
In earlier times, working memory was also referred as shortterm memory. Richards-Ward (1996) named it the Short-Term
Store (STS) to emphasise its role of temporal storage of recently
perceived information. The working memory allows us to keep active a limited amount of information (roughly 7 + 2 items) for a
brief period of time (Miller, 1956). Baddeley (1986) tried to study
and understand the working memory by decomposing it into components. The structure of working memory was described as a control-slave system comprised of the Central Executive (controlling
component), Phonological Loop (slave component for verbal information), and a Visual-Spatial Sketch-Pad (slave component for
graphical information). The Central Executive takes the role to control, monitor the output of the two slave-systems and select what
is relevant for potential processing (Richards-Ward, 1996).
While Baddeley (1986) deﬁned working memory structurally,
others deﬁned it as a process (Salthouse, Mitcheel, Skovronek, &
Babcock, 1989). Salthouse et al. (1989) proposed that working
memory consists of (a) a storage capacity sensitive to the number
of items presented, and (b) an operational capacity sensitive to the
number of operations performed on items. A further study of the
operational efﬁciency of working memory showed that it was not
the operational capacity (number of operations allowed) contributing the most to the efﬁciency of working memory, but it was actually the speed of execution (e.g., comparison speed) that
determined the performance of the overall system of working
memory (Salthouse & Babcock, 1991). Even though these two different points of view do not agree on a common structure of working memory, they both agree that working memory consists of
both storage and operational sub-systems (Richards-Ward, 1996).
2.2.2. Student modelling in the Cognitive Trait Model
The proposition of the CTM changes the traditional idea of the
student model that is thought of as just a database sitting on the server which is full of numbers for only a particular task. The CTM offers
the role of a ‘learning companion’, which can be consulted by and
interacted with different learning environments about a particular
learner. The CTM can still be valid after a long period of time due
to the more or less persistent nature of cognitive traits of human
beings (Deary, Whiteman, Starr, Whalley, & Fox, 2004).
Similar to the detection process of learning styles, the CTM
gathers data from the students’ behaviour and performance in a
learning system. Certain learner behaviours, called Manifestation
of Traits (MOTs), can be used to infer about the cognitive capacity.
Examples of such MOTS are navigational linearity, reverse navigation, and performing simultaneous tasks. Various MOTs are deﬁned
for each cognitive trait. Each MOT is a piece of an interaction pattern that manifests a learner’s characteristic (e.g., low WMC). Each
MOT belongs to one of the two groups (low or high) of a particular
cognitive trait, and each MOT belongs to only one particular Individualised Temperament Network (ITN) (Lin & Kinshuk, 2004).
Each ITN represents a particular cognitive trait (e.g., WMC) of the
learner. Each node in the ITN has a weight and corresponds to an
MOT. Once an MOT is detected from the learner’s actions, the corresponding node is activated. The result of the execution of an ITN
determines how the nodes in the ITN should be updated. The results of the execution of the ITNs are then saved as cognitive traits
in the Cognitive Trait Model.
2.2.3. Adaptivity based on working memory capacity
Kinshuk and Lin (2003) described adaptive techniques to
incorporate the cognitive load of learners in adaptive educational
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systems. They focused on three cognitive abilities included in the
CTM, namely working memory capacity, inductive reasoning skills,
and associative learning skills, and pointed out recommendations
how to support learners with low and high abilities. These recommendations affect the number and relevance of links, the amount/
detail, concreteness, and structureness of content, as well as the
number of information resources. The following paragraphs give
an example regarding two of these control elements, the
amount/detail of content and the relevance of links, and how they
can be used for providing adaptivity in typical learning systems.
The amount or detail of content affects the volume of the presentation and the granularity of the presented content. For example, learners with high WMC do well with highly detailed content,
but presenting too much content to learners with low WMC can
overload their cognitive capacity and therefore lead to negative effects in learning. For this reason, it is appropriate to vary the
amount of content. The content of the courses can be divided into
obligatory content which has to be learned by all learners and auxiliary content which facilitates the understanding of the obligatory
content or might provide some additional information but need
not necessarily be presented. Providing a low amount of content
means that some auxiliary content is not recommended.
Kinshuk, Oppermann, Patel, and Kashihara (1999) identiﬁed six
types of navigational links and also pointed out the relevance to
the domain of each kind of these links. Direct successor links lead
to the successive domain concepts and are most relevant to the domain. Next in the order of relevance are ﬁne-grained links which
lead to detailed explanations of the current concept. Afterwards,
there are glossary links, providing a deﬁnition of domain concepts
or terms, followed by problem links, leading to problems or exercises. Next, there are parallel concept links, leading to analogous
concepts that are related to the domain concepts. Lastly, there
are excursion links that lead to related learning concepts that are
usually outside of the current context. The relevance of links is a
control element that provides information about which kinds of
links should be presented. For example, for learners with low
WMC the course should focus on relevant links so that the learners
get the important information. For learners with high WMC, the
relevance should decrease to enlarge the exploration and domain
space of the learning process so that more information is available
to the learners.
Adaptivity based on cognitive traits affects in general the whole
structure of a course whereas adaptivity based on learning styles,
in general, focuses more on the details of the course. Using adaptivity based on cognitive traits as a basis and enriching it with adaptivity based on learning styles enables a system to provide more
holistic adaptivity, which leads to a better support of the learners
by considering their cognitive abilities as well as their learning
styles.

3. The relationship between Felder–Silverman learning style
model and working memory capacity
In order to provide adaptivity, the learning styles and cognitive
traits of students need to be known. This section focuses on the
beneﬁts of incorporating learning styles and cognitive traits in order to improve the student modelling process, which is a crucial
part in adaptive educational systems. A challenge for student modelling, especially automatic student modelling, is to get enough
reliable information. When incorporating learning styles and cognitive traits, more information about a learner is available which
can be used as additional source to improve the detection process.
In this section, investigations about the relationship between
WMC, a cognitive trait which is important for learning, and each
of the four dimensions of the Felder–Silverman learning style mod-
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el, which is one of the most often used learning style models in
adaptive learning systems, are shown. In the next subsection,
investigations about the relationship between FSLSM and WMC
based on existing studies from literature are presented. Subsequently, an experiment with real data is presented, where learners
ﬁlled out a questionnaire about learning styles and performed a
task in order to identify their WMC. Results of the experiment as
well as its beneﬁts for web-based educational systems are
discussed.
3.1. Indirect relationships between Felder–Silverman learning style
model and working memory capacity
For investigating the relationship between learning styles based
on the FSLSM and WMC, existing studies that deal with the interaction of learning styles, cognitive styles, and cognitive traits were
investigated. From these studies, indirect relationships between
the dimensions of FSLSM and WMC can be concluded.
For the sensing/intuitive dimension, a relationship towards convergence/divergence, as introduced by Hudson (1966), was identiﬁed based on similarities in their characteristics. Furthermore,
Bahar and Hansell (2000) found a relationship between convergence/divergence and WMC, which therefore provides indications
for a relationship between WMC and the sensing/intuitive dimension. In addition, a similarity between the sensing/intuitive dimension and ﬁeld-dependency/independency (Witkin, Moore,
Goodenough, & Cox, 1977) with respect to a preference for
abstractness and concreteness can be seen in their deﬁnitions
and was also identiﬁed, for example, by studies by Ford and Chen
(2000) and Davis (1991). Field-dependency/independency is also
related to WMC, as argued, for example, by Al Naeme (1991), Bahar
and Hansell (2000), El-Banna (1987), and Pascual-Leone (1970),
supporting again the relationship between WMC and the sensing/intuitive dimension. Furthermore, an association can be found
between WMC and concreteness/abstractness in structural learning theory (Scandura, 1973). All these indications point to a relationship between WMC and the sensing/intuitive dimension of
the FSLSM, where learners with high WMC tend to have an intuitive learning style and learners with low WMC tend to have a sensing learning style.
The learning style model by Kolb (1984) includes also convergency and divergency, using it in relation to the preference of
‘‘doing” versus ‘‘watching” and therefore indicating a link to the active/reﬂective dimension. Furthermore, the characteristics of ﬁelddependency/independency (Witkin et al., 1977) includes preferences regarding social orientation, which were also conﬁrmed,
for example, by a study by Summerville (1999) and therefore show
again a relation to the active/reﬂective dimension which also
incorporates social orientation. Since both, convergency/divegency
and ﬁeld-dependency/independency are related with WMC, these
ﬁndings provide conclusions for a relationship between WMC
and the active/reﬂective dimension of FSLSM. In addition, Hadwin,
Kirby, and Woodhouse (1999) provided a link between the active/
reﬂective dimension and WMC by investigating the impact of notetaking versus providing notes by the lecturer on performance considering students’ WMC. Furthermore, Beacham, Szumko, and Alty’s (2003) provided relevant information for the relationship
between WMC and an active/reﬂective learning style by identifying the learning styles of dyslexic learners, who are known to have
impaired WMC (e.g., Simmons & Singleton, 2000). From the evidence of all studies above, postulation about the relationships
can be made between active learning style and low WMC, and between reﬂective learning style and high WMC.
Wey and Waugh (1993) investigated the relationship between
ﬁeld-dependency/independency and the students’ performance
when working either with text-only based instructions or instructions
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with text and graphics, allowing to infer a link between a visual/
verbal learning style, ﬁeld-dependency/independency, and therefore WMC. Furthermore, Beacham et al.’s (2003) study contributes
to the relationship between visual/verbal learning style and WMC.
Both studies demonstrate that learners with low WMC (and either
a ﬁeld-dependent cognitive style or dyslexia) beneﬁt from visual
material and therefore prefer a more visual learning style. However, no evidence was found for a bi-directional relationship and
therefore no conclusions can be drawn about the WMC of learners
with a visual learning style.
Regarding the sequential/global dimension, Huai (2000) investigated the relationship between WMC, long-term memory
capacities, and a serial/holistic learning style, which is very similar
to the sequential/global dimension and therefore links WMC with
this dimension. Furthermore, the relationship between the sequential/global dimension and WMC is strengthen by the similarities in
the characteristics of ﬁeld-dependency/independency and the
sequential/global dimension with respect to the learners’ need
for context when learning a topic and their preference for analytical/holistic behaviour, conﬁrmed also by a study by Liu and Reed
(1994). In addition, a relationship between ﬁeld-dependency/independency and holistic/serial biases is supported, for example, by
Ford and Chen’s (2000) study, again supporting a relationship between WMC and the sequential/global dimension of FSLSM. Another support for this relationship is given by the study by
Beacham et al. (2003), investigating the learning styles according
to FSLSM of dyslexic learners. Concluding from the ﬁndings of
the studies mentioned above, all sources are pointing to the link
between high WMC and sequential learners, and low WMC and
global learners.
3.2. Experiment
From literature, evidence is given that a relationship between
learning styles and WMC exists. Indications were found that learners with a high WMC tend to prefer a reﬂective, intuitive, and
sequential learning style. On the other hand, learners with a low
WMC tend to have an active, sensing, and global learning style.
For the visual/verbal dimension, only a one-directional relationship was identiﬁed rather than a bi-directional correlation as for
the other dimensions. Learners with low WMC tend to prefer a visual learning style but learners with high WMC might have visual
or verbal preferences. Accordingly, learners with verbal learning
style tend to have a high WMC but learners with a visual learning
style might have high or low WMC.
While the conclusions from literature are based only on indirect
relationships, an experiment was performed that investigates the
direct relationship between the four learning style dimensions of
FSLSM and WMC. In the following subsections, this experiment is
described, including a description about how learning styles and
WMC were identiﬁed, an explanation about the used method,
and the presentation of the results.
3.2.1. Materials
In the experiment, 297 undergraduate students, studying Computer Science or Information Systems at a university in Austria,
participated. For analysing the relationship between learning
styles and WMC, these characteristics of the students had to be
detected.
In order to identify learning styles, the Index of Learning Styles
questionnaire (ILS) (Felder & Soloman, 1997) was used, which aims
at detecting learning styles based on the FSLSM. The ILS questionnaire is an often used instrument and consists of 44 questions, 11
for each dimension. As mentioned earlier, according to FSLSM each
learner has a personal preference for each of the four dimensions
which is indicated by values between +11 and 11, in steps of +/ 2.

For detecting WMC, the Web-OSPAN task (available at http://
kinshuk.athabascau.ca/webospan/) was used. Web-OSPAN is a
web-based version of the operation word span task (OSPAN) (Turner & Engle, 1989). According to de Neys, d’Ydewalle, Schaeken, and
Vos (2002), the operation word span task has become one of the
most popular tasks to measure WMC. In the task, subjects are required to perform simple arithmetical operations such as
(2 * 3) + 4 = 10 and answer whether this operation is true or false.
After each operation, a word is presented. The subjects are asked
to perform 2–6 arithmetic operations and at the end are asked to
recall the words presented after each operation in the correct order. As proposed by Turner and Engle (1989), the total number of
correct calculations (referred to as process measure, ranged from
0 to 60), the total number of correct recalled words (referred to
as WMC values, ranged from 0 to 60), the maximum set size the
subject had the words recalled correctly (referred to as set size
memory span, ranged from 0 to 6), and the mean response latency
are recorded and the total number of correctly recalled words is
used as a measure of WMC. Web-OSPAN follows OSPAN (Turner
& Engle, 1989) in recording these measures. Additionally, Web-OSPAN records a partial correct memory span (ranged from 0 to 60),
which counts words as correct even when the order of words is not
correct.
3.2.2. Method for statistical data analysis
Data of students, who had more than 15 mistakes in the calculations of Web-OSPAN or spent less than 5 min in ILS, were discarded because they were considered as not reliable enough for
inclusion in the experiment. Data from 225 students were ﬁnally
used for analyses.
Furthermore, the reliability of ILS (measured by Cronbach’s alpha) was improved through removing weak reliable questions.
This modiﬁcation resulted in a reliability of 0.524 for the active/
reﬂective dimension by removing one question, 0.687 for the sensing/intuitive dimension by removing one question, 0.691 for the visual/verbal dimension by removing three questions, and 0.595 for
the sequential/global dimension by removing two questions. While
these alpha values are still low, Tuckman (1999) argued that values
greater than 0.5 are acceptable for attitude assessments such as ILS
and therefore all ILS dimensions can be assumed as reliable.
Data analysis was done by a general and an in-depth analysis. In
both, outliers were excluded for the analysed dimension. General
analysis dealt with correlation analysis between values of the ILS
dimensions and WMC values by using rank correlation (Kendall’s
tau and Spearman’s rho). Additionally, the recorded measures
gathered from Web-OSPAN were analysed by correlating them
with the WMC values in order to show how signiﬁcant they are related to working memory capacity. According to the structure of
analysed values, Pearson’s correlation or rank correlation was
applied.
For the in-depth analysis, learning style values were divided
into three groups, distinguishing, for example, between an active,
balanced, and reﬂective preference. The groups were built based
on recommendations by Felder and colleagues (Felder & Silverman,
1988; Felder & Spurlin, 2005) and with respect to the performed
reduction of questions for increasing reliability. Since maximum
three questions were removed due to reliability reasons, the recommended thresholds from Felder are still reasonable. Therefore,
values greater or equal than +4 indicate a preference for one pole,
values smaller or equal to 4 indicate a preference for the other
pole and values between +3 and 3 indicate a balanced learning
style.
Then, chi-square test was used to identify differences between
the groups. If signiﬁcant differences were detected, further analyses were performed to identify the kind of relation between the
groups. These further analyses included correlation analysis
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between WMC values and the absolute values of ILS in order to
identify a correlation between WMC and the strength of preference. Moreover, the dataset was split into two sub-datasets Sx
and Sy in in-depth analysis. Sx covers only data with an ILS value
greater than or equal to 3, representing a balanced preference
and a preference for the positive pole of each dimension, and Sy
covers only data with an ILS value smaller than or equal to +3, representing a balanced preference and a preference of the negative
pole of each dimension.
For each sub-dataset, correlation analysis was performed. Additionally, group comparison methods were conducted by applying ttest if data were normally distributed or Mann–Whitney-U test if
data were not normally distributed. Comparison was performed
in two directions, once by grouping the WMC values in two categories and using ILS values as variables and once by grouping ILS values in two categories and using WMC values as variables. Former
aims at identifying differences between learners with low and high
WMC on the ILS values, whereas the latter looks for differences between learners with a balanced learning style and a preference for
the investigated pole with respect to the WMC values.
For the visual/verbal dimension, the identiﬁed indirect relationship to WMC indicated a one-directional rather than a bidirectional relationship. In order to prove one-directional relationships, data were separated into two sub-datasets Fvis and Fver,
where Fvis includes only data from visual learners and Fver includes
only data from verbal learners. Then, for each sub-dataset, the
number of learners in WMC groups (grouped by steps of 5) was
calculated and rank correlation analysis was performed in order
to ﬁnd a correlation between the frequencies of learners with, for
example, a verbal learning style (Fver) and their WMC. Afterwards,
results for Fvis and Fver were compared. The same was done for the
two sub-datasets including learners with only high WMC (Fhigh)
and only low WMC (Flow). Due to the high difference in variance
in the variables, Kendall’s tau can be considered as more robust
than Spearman’s rho and is therefore applied for these analyses.
3.2.3. Results
In the following subsections, the results of the conducted analyses for the measures of Web-OSPAN as well as for each learning
style dimension are presented and discussed.
3.2.3.1. Measures of Web-OSPAN. The conducted correlation analysis, calculated by Pearson’s r, Kendall’s tau or Spearman’s rho
respectively, shows that all other measures gathered from WebOSPAN are highly signiﬁcantly (p < 0.001) correlated with the
WMC values. The set size memory span (tau = 0.649, rho = 0.757)
and the partial correct memory span (tau = 0.741, rho = 0.883)
show a strong positive correlation to the WMC values. Interesting
is that the mean response time is negatively correlated
(r = 0.361), which indicates that learners who answered quickly
answered correctly more often. The values of the process measure
show only a low positive correlation (tau = 0.191, rho = 0.258). Table 1 summarizes the results.
3.2.3.2. Working memory capacity and the sensing/intuitive dimension. The results of the correlation analysis of the sensing/intuitive
values and all measures of the Web-OSPAN task show a signiﬁcant
but weak negative correlation between the sensing/intuitive values
and the size set memory span (tau = 0.113, p = 0.046;
rho = 0.137, p = 0.045). This result gives an indication for an indirect relationship between WMC and the sensing/intuitive dimension since the WMC values are highly correlated with the size set
memory span, as previously shown. This indirect relationship links
a sensing learning style with low WMC and an intuitive learning
style with high WMC. The results of the chi-square test
(v2 = 8.628, p = 0.013) show that the three groups (sensing, bal-

Table 1
Results of the correlation between WMC values and other measures of Web-OSPAN.
Measure of Web-OSPAN

Correlation coefﬁcients

Signiﬁcance

Set size memory span
Process measure
Mean response time
Partial correct memory span

tau = 0.649, rho = 0.757
tau = 0.191, rho = 0.258
r = 0.361
tau = 0.741, rho = 0.883

p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001

anced, and intuitive) are signiﬁcantly different from each other.
Since the correlation of WMC values and absolute sensing/intuitive
values is not signiﬁcant, this is another indication for a linear correlation between a sensing/intuitive preference and WMC.
Looking at the sub-dataset Ssen/bal, a signiﬁcant but weak negative correlation between the sensing/balanced values and the set
size memory span (tau = 0.132, p = 0.041; rho = 0.157,
p = 0.041) was found, which again hints at an indirect relation to
WMC. Accordingly, a sensing learning style is associated with a
low WMC and a balanced learning style is associated with a high
WMC. This is also supported by the results of the group comparison in both directions. The highly signiﬁcant result (U = 2263,
p = 0.005) from the Mann–Whitney-U test between groups of
WMC shows that learners with low WMC tend to have a signiﬁcantly higher preference for a sensing learning style than learners
with high WMC. Looking in the other direction, the conducted ttest (T = 1.976, p = 0.050) shows that learners with a sensing
learning style tend to have signiﬁcantly lower WMC than learners
with a balanced learning style.
Considering the intuitive/balanced part, only a signiﬁcant negative correlation between the intuitive/balanced values and the
mean response latency (tau = 0.149, p = 0.032; rho = 0.205,
p = 0.029) was found. According to the previously described results
of the Web-OSPAN measures, only a weak correlation exists between the WMC values and the mean response latency, which
seems to be not reliable enough to conclude for an indirect relationship. Also from group comparison, no signiﬁcant relations were
found.

Table 2
Results from statistical analysis of the sensing/intuitive dimension and WMC values.
(Signiﬁcant results are presented in bold; results from other measures of the WebOSPAN task are only stated if they provide indications for the investigated
relationship.)
Statistical approach
General
Correlation
In-depth (all data)
Chi-square test
Correlation (absolute ILS values)
Correlations to other relevant measures
Set size memory span
In-depth (only sen/bal)
Correlation
Correlations to other measures
Set size memory span
WMC categories: u-test
ILS categories: t-test
In-depth (only int/bal)
Correlation
WMC categories: u-test
ILS categories: t-test

Coefﬁcient

Signiﬁcance

tau = 0.037
rho = 0.055

p = 0.451
p = 0.425

v2 = 8.628
tau = 0.036
rho = 0.051

p = 0.013
p = 0.465
p = 0.449

tau = 0.113
rho = 0.137

p = 0.046
p = 0.045

tau = 0.077
rho = 0.105

p = 0.174
p = 0.176

tau = 0.132
rho = 0.157
U = 2263
T = 1.976

p = 0.041
p = 0.041
p = 0.005
p = 0.050

tau = 0.092
rho = 0.121
U = 1041.5
T = 0.839

p = 0.182
p = 0.193
p = 0.055
p = 0.403
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From these results (summarized in Table 2), conclusions can be
drawn that a sensing learning style is associated with low WMC
and the more balanced the learning style becomes, the higher
WMC tends to be. For the second part of the relationship concerning ILS values indicating a balanced learning style towards an intuitive learning style, no evidence in data was found. This might be
attributed to the few learners with a strong intuitive preference
in the data set, since only seven learners had an ILS values smaller
or equal to 8.
3.2.3.3. Working memory capacity and the active/reﬂective dimension. In the general analysis, no signiﬁcant correlations were found
between WMC and the active/reﬂective values. However, according to the in-depth analysis, the signiﬁcant result of the chi-square
test (v2 = 7.889, p = 0.019) indicated that the three groups (active,
balanced, and reﬂective) were different to each other. A signiﬁcant
but weak negative correlation between the absolute active/reﬂective values and the WMC values (tau = 0.169, p = 0.001;
rho = 0.222, p = 0.001), the set size memory span (tau = 0.140,
p = 0.015; rho = 0.161, p = 0.015), and the partial correct memory
span (tau = 0.167, p = 0.002; rho = 0.216, p = 0.003) was found.
These correlations indicate that learners with a balanced learning
style tend to have high WMC, whereas learners with either a very
active or a very reﬂective learning style tend to have low WMC.
This hypothesis is furthermore supported by the results of the
analysis of the sub-dataset Sact/bal and Sref/bal.
Looking at the sub-dataset Sact/bal, which includes only data
indicating an active or balanced preference, the correlation analysis resulted in a signiﬁcant negative correlation between the active/balanced values and WMC values (tau = 0.173, p = 0.002;
rho = 0.226, p = 0.003), set size memory span (tau = 0.162,
p = 0.014; rho = 0.191, p = 0.013), partial correct memory span
(tau = 0.142, p = 0.022; rho = 0.188, p = 0.023), and process
measure (tau = 0.138, p = 0.019; rho = 0.177, p = 0.021). These
correlations indicate that active learners tend to have low WMC
and balanced learners tend to have high WMC (and vice versa).
This is further supported by a signiﬁcant result of the Mann–Whitney-U test (U = 2324.5, p = 0.008), comparing the high WMC group
and low WMC group over the active/balanced values and indicating that learners with low WMC have a signiﬁcantly more active
learning style than learners with high WMC.
On the other hand, looking at Sref/bal, the reﬂective/balanced part
of data, a signiﬁcant but weak positive correlation between the
WMC values and the reﬂective/balanced values according to Spearman’s rho (rho = 0.163, p = 0.045) was found. However, this relation is supported by the highly signiﬁcant result of the t-test
(T = -3.094, p = 0.002), comparing the reﬂective and balanced group
over the WMC values and showing that reﬂective learners have signiﬁcantly lower WMC than balanced learners.
From all these evidences (summarized in Table 3), conclusion
can be drawn that a signiﬁcant relationship between the active/
reﬂective dimension and WMC exists. This relationship shows that
the more balanced the learning style is, the higher WMC the learners tend to have. On the other hand, the stronger the preference for
either an active or a reﬂective learning style is, the lower WMC the
learners tend to have. Regarding an active learning preference, the
results of the experiment are in agreement with the conclusions
from the indirect relationship, since both associate low WMC with
an active learning preference. However, regarding a reﬂective preference, conclusions from the indirect relationship argued for high
WMC. According to the results from the experiment, active and
reﬂective preferences are associated with low WMC, whereas a
balanced learning style is related to high WMC.
3.2.3.4. Working memory capacity and the visual/verbal dimension. As expected from the indirect relationship, no signiﬁcant re-

Table 3
Results from statistical analysis of the active/reﬂective dimension and WMC values.
(Signiﬁcant results are presented in bold; results from other measures of the WebOSPAN task are only stated if they provide indications for the investigated
relationship.)
Statistical approach
General
Correlation
In-depth (all data)
Chi-square test
Correlation (absolute ILS values)
Correlations to other relevant measures (absolute
ILS values)
Set size memory span
Partial correct memory span
In-depth (only act/bal)
Correlation
Correlations to other relevant measures
Set size memory span
Partial correct memory span
WMC categories: u-test
ILS categories: t-test
In-depth (only ref/bal)
Correlation
WMC categories: u-test
ILS categories: t-test

Coefﬁcient

Signiﬁcance

tau = 0.003
rho = 0.000

p = 0.952
p = 0.998

v2 = 7.889
tau = 0.169
rho = 0.222

p = 0.019
p = 0.001
p = 0.001

tau = 0.140
rho = 0.161
tau = 0.167
rho = 0.216

p = 0.015
p = 0.015
p = 0.002
p = 0.003

tau = 0.173
rho = 0226

p = 0.002
p = 0.003

tau = 0.162
rho = 0.191
tau = 0.142
rho = 0.188
U = 2324.5
T = 1.894

p = 0.014
p = 0.013
p = 0.022
p = 0.023
p = 0.008
p = 0.060

tau = 0.114
rho = 0.163
U = 2068.5
T = 3.094

p = 0.061
p = 0.045
p = 0.130
p = 0.002

sult for a bi-directional relationship between WMC and the
visual/verbal dimension was found, either with general analysis
or with in-depth analysis. Since a one-directional relationship
was detected from existing studies, the analysis focuses on proving
one-directional relationships by using correlation of frequencies in
sub-datasets.
Looking at two datasets separating learners with high and low
WMC, correlation between frequencies and visual/verbal preferences shows a highly signiﬁcant and strong positive correlation
for both, learners with low WMC (tau = 0.857, p = 0.002) and learners with high WMC (tau = 0.889, p = 0.001). This was expected
since it is known from other studies, summarised by Felder and
Spurlin (2005), and can also be seen from the data in our studies
that, in general, more learners have a visual than a verbal learning
style.
When separating learners with visual and verbal learning preference, correlation analysis of frequencies shows a signiﬁcant correlation for learners with a verbal learning style (tau = 0.51,
p = 0.033). This indicates that in the group of verbal learners, a high
frequency is associated with high WMC, whereas few verbal learners have low WMC. In contrast, when looking at learners with a visual learning style, the result of the correlation is not signiﬁcant
(tau = 0.455, p = 0.520).
As a conclusion, our ﬁndings (summarized in Table 4) conﬁrm
the existence of a one-directional relationship, which indicates
that learners with a verbal learning style tend to have high
WMC, whereas visual learners have either high or low WMC.
3.2.3.5. Working memory capacity and the sequential/global dimension. According to literature, indications exist for a relationship between a sequential learning style preference and high WMC as well
as a global learning style preference and low WMC. Based on the
data of this study, no evidence that yields to this conclusion was
found. Neither general analysis nor in-depth analysis resulted in
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Table 4
Results from statistical analysis of the visual/verbal dimension and WMC values.
(Signiﬁcant results are presented in bold.)
Statistical approach
General
Correlation
In-depth
Chi-square test
One-directional relationship
Only for learners with low working memory
capacity: correlation between frequencies and
vis/ver dimension
Only for learners with high working memory
capacity: correlation between frequencies and
vis/ver dimension
Only for visual learners: Correlation between
frequencies and WMC values
Only for verbal learners: Correlation between
frequencies and WMC values

Coefﬁcient

Signiﬁcance

tau = 0.043
rho = 0.059

p = 0.381
p = 0.382

v2 = 1.308

p = 0.520

tau = 0.857

p = 0.002

tau = 0.889

p = 0.001

tau = 0.455

p = 0.520

tau = 0.51

p = 0.033

Table 5
Results from statistical analysis of the sequential/global dimension and WMC values.
Statistical approach
General
Correlation
In-depth
Chi-square test

Coefﬁcient

Signiﬁcance

tau = 0.004
rho = 0.001

p = 0.935
p = 0.993

v2 = 1344

p = 0.511

a signiﬁcant relationship as can be seen from Table 5. Therefore,
our ﬁndings are in disagreement with the indirect relationship
found from literature, by indicating that there exist no relationship
between the sequential/global learning style dimension and WMC.
3.3. Beneﬁts of the identiﬁed relationships for web-based educational
systems
Web-based educational systems aim at providing learners with
an environment where they can easily learn. In order to achieve
this goal, accommodating the needs of learners is an important issue for making these systems useful and effective for learners.
Many researchers pointed out the relevance of adaptivity, personalization, and intelligent support in web-based educational systems (e.g., Brusilovsky & Peylo, 2003; de Bra, 2002; Kinshuk &
Graf, 2007; Sampson, Karagiannidis, & Kinshuk, 2002). While the
ﬁrst adaptive and intelligent web-based educational systems focused mainly on considering the students’ knowledge and learning
progress, a broader set of characteristics, needs, and states of learners is investigated and used in current systems.
This study focuses on the consideration of learning styles and
cognitive traits in web-based educational systems. ConsideringThe
adaptivity based on the cognitive traits, in general, focuses more
the structure of the course, including for example adaptations
regarding the number and relevance of links within the course
and learning material, the amount/detail, concreteness, and structureness of the content and the number of information resources.
On the other hand, adaptivity based on learning styles, in general,
focuses more on details about speciﬁc types of learning objects,
including for example the sequence in which different types of
learning objects are presented and the number of particular types
of learning objects, tasks, and questions presented to learners.
In the following paragraph, some examples for combining adaptivity based on cognitive traits and adaptivity based on learning
styles are discussed in order to show how the combination of these
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two kinds of adaptivity can enrich the overall adaptivity of the
web-based educational systems. These are based on the examples
given in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.2.3, dealing with active/reﬂective
learning, sequential/global learning, and low/high WMC.
In the given examples, adaptivity based on active and reﬂective
learning is indirectly included in adaptivity based on WMC. Adaptivity for active and reﬂective learning has an impact on the number of questions which should be presented in an exercise. On the
other hand, adaptivity with respect to students’ WMC has an inﬂuence on whether exercises should be presented or not, based on
the suggested amount of content and the relevance of links. But
this dependency is only indirect. For example, increasing or
decreasing the amount of content concerns all types of learning objects and hence also the number of questions in an exercise. Applying initially the adaptivity based on WMC in order to create the
overall structure of the course and adjusting the presentation of
particular types of learning objects afterwards based on the preferences for an active or reﬂective learning style increases adaptivity
and makes the courses ﬁt more accurately to students’ characteristics. Another example deals with adaptivity based on sequential
and global learning, which is independent of the two features for
adaptivity based on WMC. Neither the amount of content nor the
relevance of links inﬂuence whether exercises and tests should
be presented at the end of each chapter or at the end of the course.
Again, adaptivity based on WMC can be used for generating the
structure of the course and subsequently details can be changed
based on the preferences for sequential and global learning.
The ﬁndings of this study contribute towards providing adaptivity based on cognitive traits and adaptivity based on learning
styles. The results of current investigations show that relationships
exist between FSLSM and WMC. These relationships show tendencies, indicating, for example, that most of the learners with low
WMC tend to have an active learning style.
The identiﬁed relationships provide additional information
about the learners. This information leads to two beneﬁts for
web-based educational systems with respect to enhancing adaptivity. The ﬁrst beneﬁt is for adaptive educational systems that
are able to detect either only learning styles or only cognitive
traits. As shown from the example above, a system that supports
adaptivity based on cognitive traits and learning styles enhances
the overall adaptivity of the system and is able to provide courses
that suit the needs of learners better than a system that uses only
one kind of adaptivity. But the requirements for providing adaptivity based on learning styles and cognitive traits are to know the
learning styles and cognitive traits of the learners. Systems that detect either only learning styles or only cognitive traits can beneﬁt
from the identiﬁed relationships between learning styles and cognitive traits. For example, a system that is able to detect only learning styles can use the identiﬁed relationships to get also some
information about the learners’ cognitive traits. This information
can be used to provide some additional adaptivity based on cognitive traits and therefore improve the overall adaptivity of the
system.
The second beneﬁt of the relationship between learning styles
and cognitive traits refers to improving the student modelling process of systems that are able to detect both, learning styles and
cognitive traits. In the previous case the student model includes
information about either only learning styles or only cognitive
traits and is extended by information about the other one. In this
case, the student model already includes both, learning styles
and cognitive traits, and the identiﬁed relationship between learning styles and cognitive traits can be used to build a more reliable
student model. Detecting learning styles and cognitive traits is a
complex process. As mentioned in the introduction, a meaningful
approach for detecting them is to track the behaviour of learners
during an online course and automatically infer their learning
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styles and cognitive traits from this behaviour. This process needs a
lot of interaction between the learner and the system and therefore
takes time to provide a reliable conclusion about their learning
styles and cognitive traits. The relationship between learning styles
and cognitive traits provides additional information about the
learners which can be included in the detection process and hence
improve the reliability of the student model.
As an example, the additional information about learning styles
can improve the detection process of WMC in the CTM. As discussed previously, different researchers have looked at WMC differently; it is analogous to different observers perceiving
different portrayals of an object from different angles. In the study
of cognitive trait, Lin, Kinshuk, and Patel (2003) listed a number of
manifestation of trait (MOTs), the patterns of behaviour that give
indication to the capacity of the cognitive trait. An example of
MOTs is navigational linearity: experimental results of Huai’s
study (Huai, 2000) showed that students with higher WMC tend
to navigate linearly and students with lower WMC navigate nonlinearly. Other MOTs of working memory include frequency of reverse navigation, ability to perform tasks simultaneously,
comparison speed, and so on.
In close scrutiny, each of the MOTs holds a certain degree of
truth about the characteristics of working memory. Taking any
one of them and discarding the rest means taking a great risk of
losing the accuracy desired. With the regarded difﬁculty to understand mysteries of the mind (Blackmore, 2003), not a single MOT
could include a complete and all-embracing description of how
working memory works. Therefore, the more MOTs are included
in the analysis, the more likely it is to get accurate representation
of the cognitive trait.
The four dimensions of FSLSM can therefore provide additional
MOTs given the relationships between WMC and the learning style
model. This addition can greatly enhance the accuracy of what
Cognitive Trait Model can estimate about WMC.

4. Conclusion
This paper discussed the relationship between learning styles
and cognitive traits as well as the beneﬁts of considering learning
styles and cognitive traits in web-based educational systems.
Accommodating learners’ needs and providing them with adaptive
courses and learning experiences is an important issue for webbased educational systems. The general aim of incorporating learning styles and cognitive traits in such systems is to provide more
holistic and accurate adaptivity. Adaptivity based on cognitive
traits affects the course in a more general way than adaptivity
based on learning styles. Both kinds of adaptivity enrich each other
and combining them leads to courses that provide more adaptivity,
considering cognitive traits as well as learning styles of a learner.
Adaptivity can only be provided if the needs of learners are
known by the system. To improve student modelling, relationships
between learning styles and working memory capacity (WMC)
were investigated and identiﬁed. In current investigations, Felder–Silverman learning style model (FSLSM) is mapped with
WMC, one trait of the Cognitive Trait Model. After deriving indirect
relationships between the FSLSM and WMC from literature, an
experiment with 297 students was performed. The results showed
a relationship for the active/reﬂective, the sensing/intuitive, and
the visual/verbal dimension, whereas no relationship was found
for the sequential/global dimension.
The interaction between cognitive traits and learning styles can
be used to improve the student model of an adaptive educational
system and therefore to provide more holistic and accurate adaptivity. A system that is able to detect either only learning styles
or only cognitive traits can use the relationship to get some infor-

mation about the other, not detected feature. According to this
additional information, the system can provide more adaptivity.
For systems that already consider both, learning styles and cognitive traits, the relationship can be used to improve automatic student modelling and build a more robust student model.
In this paper, the existence of a relationship between learning
styles and cognitive traits is shown. Future work will deal with
using the additional information gathered from the relationship
and demonstrate the beneﬁts by the use of real data. On the one
hand, we plan to incorporate the information about learning styles
in the detection process of CTM in order to improve the inference
process of modelling WMC in CTM. On the other hand, we plan to
build a learning style student model using the additional information about cognitive traits in order to improve the automatic student modelling approach. Furthermore, we plan to extend the
research to include additional cognitive traits such as inductive
reasoning skill, and associative learning skill.
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